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Executive summary 
 

This report details a jointly funded project (MLA/WAMMCO/Cedar Creek) that aimed to:  

1. Collect carcase yield information from boning a sufficient number and range of lamb carcases 
representing a range of leading industry sires. 

2. Compare these with CTscan measurements from the same animals. 

3. Develop yield prediction equations from measurements made by the VIAscan Sheep Carcase 
System. 

4. Develop a cheaper alternative to the current VIAscan calibration system. 

To achieve these aims lambs from the Sheep CRCs Information Nucleus Flock were slaughtered 
at the Katanning (2007 drop) site and various carcase measures taken. These included VIAscan, 
CT scan, and a complete carcase bone-out procedure. The analysis of this data is presented 
within this report in two parts; in Part 1 objectives 1, 2, and 4 are reported on, and in Part 2 
objective 3 is reported on. 

 

This study has confirmed the robustness of the VIAscan prediction across a wide range of 
carcase weights and fatnesses. This has been demonstrated in comparison to both CTscan 
estimates of %Lean, and also against lean meat yield % derived from a team of trained boners. 
This study has also demonstrated the potential for VIAscan to predict robustly within the progeny 
of current industry leading sires. A method for using CTscans to provide on-going calibration of 
the VIAscan system has also been proposed, relying on the direct regression between VIAscan 
LMY% and %CT lean. 
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1 Part 1 - Murdoch University Report 
 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 Economics of lean meat yield for the lamb industry 

Australia and New Zealand are the world’s leading exporters of sheep meat products (Ward 
1995). Over several decades in both domestic and international markets, there has been a 
progressive shift in consumer preference for larger, leaner cuts of lamb with minimal fat (Ward 
1995; Banks, 2002). In addition, the phenotypic characteristics of muscularity and its presentation 
(cut style) also influence consumer choice (Laville et al, 2004). Consequently, meat yield has 
become a key criteria for optimal carcase quality and in an economic context, central to 
profitability.  
An increase in saleable meat yield requires an increase in the amount of muscle mass relative to 
trimable fat and bone (Jones et al, 2002). Indeed, removing excess fat trim from a carcase 
represents a significant cost to the sheep meat industry sector concomitant with a reduction in 
saleable ‘best-quality’ meat. Clearly, the Australian sheep meat industry sector must continue to 
develop and utilize industry best-practice techniques that are responsive to consumer 
preferences, moreover in an increasingly competitive and complex market. 
 
Animal maturity at time of slaughter will significantly influence carcase composition. As a 
proportion of total body composition, bone and skeletal muscle development precedes fat 
deposition, hence in the final phases of growth as an animal approaches growth maturity they 
become proportionately fatter (Cake et al 2006; Butterfield, 1988). Thus feeding lambs for longer 
periods to achieve a greater carcase weight, which are required to meet primal size specifications 
in overseas markets, may also result in animals which present with increased fat deposition and 
thus have a reduced yield of saleable meat (Nsoso et al, 2000). For this reason breeding 
programs have targeted fast growing, muscular and lean lambs. 
 
Carcase traits have been found to be moderate to highly heritable in sheep (Lewis et al, 2000; 
Simm, 2000). Hegarty et al (2005) demonstrated several traits which significantly contribute to 
saleable meat yield in sheep, including growth (high post-weaning weight), leanness (C-site fat 
depth) and muscularity (high eye muscle depth), all of which can be selected for using breeding 
indices. Thus selecting for specific muscling traits associated with high carcase yield provides the 
potential to optimize lean meat yield returns. However, accurate yield measurement is essential 
to assess whether these genetic parameters are impacting on carcase yield (Safari, 2005). 
 
1.1.2 Australian Sheep Industry Co-operative Research Centre: Information Nucleus 

Flock 

A key focus for the Australian Sheep Industry Co-operative Research Centre (Sheep CRC) is to 
enhance carcase saleable meat yield. In addressing this, the Sheep CRC is currently hosting a 
large-scale prospective phenotypic study which aims to generate Australian Sheep Breeding 
Values (ASBV’s) for traits of economic importance. The project involves the generation of an 
‘Information Nucleus Resource Flock’ (INF) consisting of five thousand ewes located at eight 
research sites Australia wide. The INF is being used to generate progeny from leading industry 
sires of diverse genetic backgrounds. Various traits of economic importance, including lean meat 
yield, will then be measured. This will allow quantification of phenotypic variation for given traits 
and estimation of how much of this phenotypic variation is genetically dependent. Understanding 
heritability in the context of genetic and environmental interactions and identifying associations 
with phenotype will clearly be pivotal for developing ASBV’s that can be utilized in breeding 
selection indexes. Central to this outcome is accurate measures of muscle yield for slaughtered 
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INF progeny. Furthermore, for successful adoption within industry of these high yielding 
genotypes, an accurate yield measurement must be available within industry. 
 
1.1.3 Measurement systems for Yield 

There are a number of ‘yield determination systems’ utilized in Australia. Currently price grids 
based around Hot Standard Carcase Weight (HSCW) and GR tissue depth (total tissue depth 
measured at the GR site; 110mm from the spine over the 12th rib) are offered by the bulk of 
Australian processors (Banks et al, 2003). Most commonly used methods rely upon a single point 
measurement of the carcase (GR tissue depth) as a surrogate marker of whole body fatness, and 
by difference muscle yield. Single site measurement of fat relies on the concept of linearity 
between the single measure and whole body distribution, an assumption which may be 
erroneous. Trezona-Murray (2008) demonstrated that in pigs point selection for leanness at a 
single site on the back resulted in a redistribution of fat away from this site over a number of 
generations, with little change in whole body fatness. Furthermore, Hegarty et al. (2006) reported 
significant divergence in fatness between fast and slow-growth lambs, with the HSCW and GR 
tissue depth method unable to predict lean meat yield on carcases with this level of divergence. If 
clusters of sheep have a skewed distribution of fat away from the single site of fat measurement 
through genetic selection, the predictive power of this approach would be compromised. 
 
In Europe, the carcase classification system for lamb carcases is based on a visual fat cover and 
conformation score known as the ‘EUROP grid’ system, (Kyame & Vangen, 2007; Navajas, 
2008). Carcase grading in this manner has raised concern that desirable carcase conformation 
tends to be confounded with fatness. In terms of payment to the producer, the premiums for ‘good 
conformation’ animals outweigh the penalties of increased fat levels when the carcase is re-
assessed after slaughter. The EUROP grid system encourages production of carcases with 
similar weight but without consideration of muscle yield. 
 
A direct measure of lean meat yield can be obtained by a full bone-out of the carcase. However, 
given that the average time for a full-body bone out is approximately forty minutes per carcase, 
this would be a costly and time-consuming option for collecting yield data. From an experimental 
view-point there would also be concern regarding accuracy between boners and between animal 
processing plants (Biagini, Lazzorini, 2005). 
 
Various studies have shown X-ray computer tomography scanning (CT) as an accurate method 
for predicting fat, protein and ash content of both the live animal and carcases (Jones et al 2002, 
Jopson et al 1995, Lambe et al 2003, Lambe et al 2008). It was found that CT was also a good 
predictor of lean meat yield (Smith, 2007). Presently, CT technologies are costly and not easily 
implemented in an industry setting because of occupational health issues. However, as a 
research tool CT allows accurate assessment of carcase composition, irrespective of phenotypic 
diversity. The CT methodology is a useful benchmark when considering alternate yield prediction 
systems for the INF, and also as a means of calibrating other yield prediction technologies such 
as VIAscan. 
 
Video Image Analysis (VIAscan) is an objective grading tool that utilises digital images to quickly 
and accurately assess lamb and beef carcase characteristics. The VIAscan has a good yield 
predictive accuracy (96% accuracy with 4% error tolerance) (Davidson, Pethick 2005). However, 
there may be limitations in predicting Lean Meat Yield, particularly of carcases at the extremes of 
weight or fatness. A further limitation within the Australian industry is that VIAscan is only 
available in two sheep processing plants Australia wide, making it unsuitable for the national INF 
yield measurement. However, at present it is the only yield prediction system that goes beyond 
relying on HSCW and GR tissue depth. For there to be further adoption of VIAscan within 
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industry, it is essential that there is on-going demonstration of its predictive power – particularly 
within the modern genotypes being promoted within the Sheep CRC. 
 
 
1.1.4 Project Objectives 

 
The objective of this project was to: 

1. Collect carcase yield information from boning a sufficient number and range of lamb 
carcases and compare these with predictions from the same animals CAT-scanned. 

2. Enable development of yield prediction equations from measurements made by the 
VIAscan Sheep Carcase System and develop a cheaper alternative to the current 
VIAscan calibration system. 

 
The primary intention was to use utilise lambs from the Sheep CRCs Information Nucleus Flock 
(INF) to capture progeny with divergent sire genotypes, and extremes of weight and fatness.  
 
1.1.5 Hypotheses 

1. VIAscan prediction of LMY% will have more precision than GR tissue depth and HSCW. 
2. The VIAscan prediction of LMY% will maintain accuracy and precision at extremes of weight 
and fatness, and across a diverse range of sires. 
3. The VIAscan prediction of LMY% will correlate strongly with %CT lean, and show no skewing 
at the extremes of %CT lean measurement. 
 
 
 
1.2 Methodology-Section 

1.2.1 Data Set  

The data set used for this study (termed the Katanning 2007 data set within other reports) 
consisted of animals taken from the 2007 drop Information Nucleus Flock (INF) lambs at 
Katanning (n=202), which were slaughtered within two killgroups in 2008. Progeny were selected 
across a liveweight strata, after ensuring that progeny from all sires within each killgroup were 
represented. This data set consisted entirely of cross-bred lambs that were the progeny of 35 
different sires representing Terminal sire types (Poll Dorset, Suffolk, Texel, White Dorper, and 
White Suffolk) and Maternal sire types (Border Leicester, East Friesian). Carcases were scanned 
whole (Katanning 2007), and subjected to a detailed whole carcase bone-out protocol.  
 
1.2.2 Experimental Protocol 

Of the original 202 lambs available within the Katanning 2007 data set, only 168 records were 
used due to either poor boning recoveries or the lack of availability of VIAscan readings. These 
progeny were chosen to represent the complete range of sires available at the Katanning site, so 
that the information collected could be used in further genetic analyses. These lambs were 
slaughtered in two groups balanced for sire over two separate kill days. Kill days were separated 
by 2 months to allow the later kill group to reach heavier slaughter weights (they were also 
supplemented with grain during finishing), thus expanding the data range to improve robustness 
of the prediction model. Each slaughter was carried out under commercial conditions with hot 
standard carcase weight (HSCW) and GR tissue depth (measured 110mm from the midline to the 
lateral surface of the 12th rib) recorded. Following slaughter (day 1) the carcases were 
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transported to Murdoch University, weighed and CT scanned on days 2 & 3, and then trucked to 
the commercial boning and boned out on days 4 & 5. All carcases were kept continuously chilled 
until bone-out. 
 
 
1.2.3 CT scanning 

All carcases were weighed before being scanned. This provided an accurate weight 
measurement for the CT scan data to be correlated with, in addition to providing an estimation of 
carcase dehydration which occurred between slaughter and CT scan. This was found to not differ 
to the subsequent cold carcase weight measured at bone-out. 
 
A Picker PQ 5000 spiral CT scanner, located in the Murdoch University Veterinary School barn 
was used to scan the carcases at the Katanning site. At scanning the carcases were bent over 
the mid section, with the fold in the lumbar region of the spine, with the forelimbs flexed and 
extended caudally, and the hindquarters flexed and level with the body to ensure that the entire 
carcase fitted in the scanning field. Spiral abdomen protocol was selected to include the entire 
body from the thoracic inlet down to the hocks in the scan. The settings for each scan are 
outlined as follows: pilot scan length of 512mm, the field of view set at 480, Index 20, mA 150, 
revs 40, pitch 1.5 and algorithm standard. The carcase was scanned in 10mm slice widths, with 
each slice taken 10mm apart.  
 
1.2.4 Editing and analysis of CT images 

The images produced from the CT scanner required editing prior to analysis to remove non-
carcase sections and artifacts from the image, particularly the CT table where the subject 
reclines. Image J version 1.37v (National Institute of Health, USA) was used in conjunction with 
Microsoft excel to carry out this task and then partition each image into bone, muscle and fat 
components. The discrimination point to identify the hounsfield barriers for associating pixels with 
bone, muscle, or fat were -235 to 2.3 for fat, 2.4 to 164.3 for lean and >164.3 for bone. An 
estimate of volume using Cavalieri’s method was calculated as follows; 
   m 
VolumeCav =       d × Σ areag - t × areamax 

g=1 

 
where m is the number of CT scans taken, d is the distance the CT scans are apart, in this case 1cm. The 
value of t is the thickness of each slice (g), in this example 1cm, and areamax is the maximum area of any 
of the m scans.  
 

The average of the hounsfield units of the pixels of each component was then determined and 
converted into density (kg/L) using a linear transformation (Mull 1984). This was then used along 
with the volume of each component to determine the weight of fat, lean and muscle which was 
then expressed as a percentage of total carcase weight at the time of scanning.  

Given the density of the marrow tissue, it is classified as either fat or lean using the boundary 
discrimination method described above. Additional editing within Image J enabled the isolation of 
the marrow component of bone within all images. Thus the above procedures could be repeated 
on the “marrow only” images. This enabled back correction for these pixels, reallocating them as 
bone and removing their associated volumes from the lean and fat components of the first 
iteration of image analysis. 
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1.2.5 Bone-out procedure 

The bone-out procedure for the Katanning 2007 data was carried out at a commercial boning 
room in accordance with the Authority for Uniform Specification of Meat and Livestock (AUS-
MEAT) 1998. The same boners were used throughout the entire collection period, with each 
boner being assigned to each of the three primals for cut preparation to optimize the consistency 
of the trimming.  

A bandsaw was used to break each carcase down into three primal components, the hind 
quarter, saddle and forequarter. The hind quarter was separated from the saddle by a cut through 
the mid-length of the 6th lumbar vertebrae. A cut between the fourth and fifth ribs separated the 
forequarter from the saddle. A cut between the third and fourth cervical vertebrae separated the 
neck from the forequarter, with the forequarters being split down the midline. The left side 
forequarter was divided into the breast, foreshank and the square cut shoulder. The dorsal fat 
crest was removed from the neck to give a ‘trimmed neck’, which was further separated into lean 
meat, bone and fat components. The foreshank and breast were further separated into their lean 
meat, fat and bone components. The square cut shoulder was trimmed to leave only 6mm of 
subcutaneous fat; this cut was then divided into an eye of shoulder and a boneless shoulder 
component, which is associated with lean trim. 

The saddle was split and the flaps were removed through a cut made parallel to the spine. The 
saddle was then cut between the 12th and 13th ribs to give a short loin and rack component. The 
width and depth cross-sectional measurement of the M. longissimus thoracis et lumborum (LL) 
was taken and used to calculate the cross-sectional area (EMA). A single cut 25mm from the 
lateral edge of the (LL) was made to remove the tail of the short loin. The subcutaneous fat was 
trimmed and the 13th rib was also removed. From this, an ‘eye of short loin’ was prepared and the 
‘tenderloin, butt off’ was removed. From the left side of the LL a bone-in trimmed rack was 
prepared. The bone was removed from the flaps and the lean percentage of the flaps was 
subsequently determined. The flank meat was removed from the hind legs and the subcutaneous 
fat trimmed to 6mm. The legs were then split down the midline to give a ‘leg, chump on’. The left 
leg was broken down into butt tenderloin, round, silverside, topside, rump and shank. All cuts 
used were boneless and trimmed to 6mm of subcutaneous fat. 

 
1.2.6 Statistical Analysis  

 
Precision of the VIAscan estimate 
As a means of demonstrating predictive precision, the VIAscan predicted LMY% was regressed 
against the actual boner derived LMY%, and the root mean square error (RMSE), and R2 values 
reported. For comparison the precision of a yield prediction derived from a general linear model 
consisting of HSCW and GR tissue depth was also reported. The VIAscan predicted LMY% was 
also regressed against %CT Lean, with this measure considered a highly accurate determination 
of whole body lean. Lastly, %CT Lean was regressed against boner derived LMY%, providing an 
algorithm for converting %CT Lean values into the equivalent boner LMY% values. In all cases a 
truncated data set (n=121) has been used, consisting of only those carcases where CT 
measurements have been captured. This enables direct comparison of RMSE and R2 values for 
the different regression equations. However, to assess the precision of the VIAscan prediction 
across the entire Katanning 2007 data set (n=168), refer to Figure 6, page 11 within the Cedar 
Creek section of this report. 
 
Phenotypic model 
The lambs used within this study were a subset of the Sheep CRC Information Nucleus Flock. 
Within this Sheep CRC experiment the data is being analysed using phenotypic models. This 
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same modelling approach was applied to the VIAscan data (n=168) and %CT Lean data (n=121) 
collected from the Katanning 2007 drop lambs. VIAscan® lean meat yield and %CT Lean were 
analysed using a linear mixed effect model (SAS Version 9.1, SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). 
Fixed effects, and their first order interactions, included sex (male, female), birth type (1, 2, 3), 
rear type (1, 2, 3), sire type (Merino, Maternal, Terminal), and kill group (the first killgroup 
(174K07) was slaughtered at 174 days of age, and the second (244K07) at 244 days of age). Sire 
identification, and dam identification were included as random terms. First order interactions 
between fixed effects were tested and removed if non-significant (P>0.05). Age of lamb and 
HSCW and their first order interactions with fixed effects were included as covariates. Covariates 
and their interactions were only retained in the model if significant (P<0.05).  

The aim of this phenotypic modeling was to demonstrate similarity in the outcome of yield 
analysis within a population where yield was measured using a highly accurate measure (CT 
scan), compared to a predictive measure (VIAscan).  
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1.3 Results  

 
1.3.1 Raw data ranges  

As an indication of the data range present within the Katanning 2007 data set, this information is 
summarised within table 4.1, with their mean, standard deviation, and range presented. This table 
includes information for HSCW, GR tissue depth, EMA, and C-site fat depth as well as a range of 
other muscle, bone and fat depot weights. Also presented are the range in %CT Fat, Lean, and 
Bone for these carcases. Figure 4.1 clearly demonstrates the diverse range in fatness and 
carcase weights, up to HSCW values of 36kg, and GR tissue depths of 29mm. 
 
Table 4.1. Summary of raw carcase data within the Katanning 2007 data set, including the tissue weights of 
specific cuts to provide indicative tissue weight ranges. Values are Mean ± Standard Deviation (Minimum, 
Maximum). 

  Katanning 2007 
Hot Standard Carcase Weight 
(kg) 
 

24.7±4.35 
(16, 36) 

GR Tissue Depth (mm) 
 

16.3±6.52 
(4, 29) 

Eye Muscle Area (mm2) 
 

14.9±2.66 
(10.3, 23.5) 

5th Rib Fat Depth (mm) 
 

8.92±2.97 
(2, 16) 

C Site Fat Depth (mm) 
 

5.78±2.68 
(1, 14) 

Topside Weight (kg) 
 

0.65±0.10 
(0.45, 0.90) 

Eye of Shortloin Weight (kg) 
 

0.38±0.07 
(0.20, 0.56) 

Round Weight (kg) 
 

0.47±0.07 
(0.32, 0.65) 

Leg Bone Weight (kg) 
 

0.89±0.10 
(0.67, 1.14) 

Shortloin Fat Weight (kg) 
 

0.25±0.06 
(0.10, 0.42) 

% CT Fat 
 

25.1±3.59 
(16.6, 37.5) 

% CT Lean 
 

58.6±3.19 
(50.0, 65.9) 

% CT Bone 
 

16.2±1.64 
(11.5, 20.8) 
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Figure 4.1 HSCW versus GR tissue depth ranges for cross-bred lambs in Data Set C (n=183). 
 
 
1.3.2 VIAscan performance 

 
The carcases from the Katanning 2007 data set (n=168) were utilised to expand the prediction 
data set for the VIAscan® lean meat yield prediction system. In this section we demonstrate the 
performance of the VIAscan prediction, but only within those carcases that were CT scanned. As 
such the predictive precision of this system can be shown, but only in the context of its 
performance within its native (or training) data set (for demonstration of its transportability refer to 
Table 3, Page 8 of the Cedar Creek section of this report). The precision of the VIAscan system 
was relatively high (Figure 4.2; RMSE=1.74 and R2 = 0.43). It also demonstrated no apparent 
skewing or heteroskedasticity at extremes of either weight or fatness, as demonstrated by plots of 
the residuals (residual = actual boners lean meat yield % - VIAscan predicted lean meat yield %) 
versus HSCW (Figure 4.3) and GR tissue depth (Figure 4.4). These predictions also maintained a 
linear relationship with %CT lean (Figure 4.5) across the entire range of lean values, again with 
no apparent skewing or heteroskedasticity at extremes of either weight or fatness (data not 
shown).  

For comparison, when a combination of HSCW and GR tissue depth (current industry standard 
for yield prediction) are used to predict Lean Meat Yield % within this data set there is 
considerably less precision, with an RMSE=2.19 and R2 =0.19. 
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Figure 4.2. The relationship between actual lean meat yield (%) determined by commercial boners and 
VIAscan® predicted lean meat yield % for the Katanning 2007 data set (RMSE = 1.74, and R2 = 0.43). 
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Figure 4.3. Residuals for VIAscan® predicted lean meat yield % within its native data set (Katanning 2007) 
versus hot standard carcase weight (kg). Residual = actual boners LMY –VIAscan® predicted lean meat 
yield %. 
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Figure 4.4. Residuals for VIAscan® predicted lean meat yield % within its native data set (Katanning 2007) 
versus GR tissue depth (mm). Residual = actual boners LMY –VIAscan® predicted lean meat yield %. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.5. The relationship between %CT lean and lean meat yield (%) predicted by VIAscan® for the 
Katanning 2007 data set (RMSE = 2.34, and R2 = 0.49). 
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1.3.3 Comparison of output from a phenotypic analysis of VIAscan predicted Lean Meat 
Yield %, versus %CT Lean. 

 
Phenotypic models were derived for both the VIAscan LMY% data. Of the fixed effects tested, 
only sire type (ie Maternal or Terminal) and killgroup (ie killgroup 1 or 2) were significant (P<0.01; 
Table 4.3).  Terminal sired lambs had VIAscan LMY% that were about 1.3 units higher than 
Maternal sired lambs, and the lambs in the younger killgroup (174K07) had VIAscan LMY% that 
were about 1.6 units higher than the older killgroup (244K07). No other fixed effects tested were 
significant within this relatively small sample size. HSCW as a covariate was only significant if 
killgroup was dropped from the model, and in this case each kilogram increase in HSCW resulted 
in a 0.21±0.028 unit fall in VIAscan LMY%. 
For comparison, the same phenotypic analysis was carried out on the %CT Lean data collected 
from the same animals. In all cases the same fixed effects were found to impact within the model 
(Table 4.3), their magnitudes were similar, and the covariate for HSCW was again only significant 
when killgroup was excluded from the model.  
 
Table 4.2 Covariance parameter estimates for the linear mixed effects models for VIAscan Lean 
Meat Yield % and %CT Lean shown in Table  

*P<0.01 
 
Table 4.3. F-values, and least square means or coefficients (±SE) for the effects of sire type, and 
kill group on VIAscan Lean Meat Yield % and %CT Lean. 

    VIAscan LMY%  %CT Lean 
 

Effect   F-value LS means ±SE  F-value LS means ±SE 
 

Killgroup  41.9**   96.6**  
 

 174K07 ψ  53.3±0.21   58.8±0.33  
  244K07  51.7±0.20   54.5±0.33  

Sire type  15.0**   16.1**  
 

 Maternal  51.8±0.28   55.7±0.40  
  Terminal  53.1±0.17   57.7±0.28  

*, P<0.05; **, P<0.01. ψ, kill group annotation represents the average age of each kill group, the site code 
(K=Katanning), and the year of lamb birth.  
 
As a final demonstration of the potential for VIAscan to discriminate between the progeny of 
different sires, the sire estimates derived from the phenotypic model for VIAscan LMY% were 
plotted against the sire estimates derived from the phenotypic model for %CT Lean (Figure 4.6). 
The discrimination between the progeny of Terminal and Maternal sires is clear, however even 

Covariance 
Parameter 

 VIAscan LMY%  %CT Lean 

 
 Variance Component 

Estimate ±SE 
Z Value 

 
Variance Component 

Estimate ±SE 
Z Value 

Sire Identification  0.13±0.198 0.65 
 

0.18±0.487 0.36 

Dam Identification  1.27±0.524 2.42*  0 . 
Residual  1.26±0.439 2.88  5.57±0.846 6.58 
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within a siretype group there was still only limited re-ranking of sires as determined by the two 
yield measurement technologies. 
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Figure 4.6. Sire estimates derived from a phenotypic model of %CT lean versus the sire estimates derived 
from a phenotypic model of lean meat yield (%) predicted by VIAscan®. 
 
 
1.3.4 Converting %CT lean to the equivalent commercial lean meat yield. 

A constraint of using %CT lean as a dependant variable is that this measurement is not directly 
equivalent to the lean meat yield derived from a team of commercial boners, and hence not 
immediately relevant to industry (as opposed to VIAscan LMY% which is). Therefore, as a point 
of practical reference the relationship between %CT lean and boners lean was determined 
(Figure 4.7). Thus to convert %CT lean into the commercial boners lean equivalent, the following 
equation can be used: 
 
Commercial boners lean meat yield (%) = %CT Lean * 0.657 + 14.52. 
 
Whilst linear, this relationship also demonstrates that a 1 unit reduction in %CT lean only 
corresponds to a drop of 2/3 this amount in boners lean. Thus it seems apparent that the 
commercial cuts from fatter animals are containing “proportionately” more fat, even after these 
cuts have been trimmed to equivalent levels of lean. This is most likely a reflection of the intra- 
and inter-muscular fat depots which will be larger in fatter animals, and yet not accessible to 
commercials boners for trimming. None-the-less, the variability of boners lean within the fatter 
animals did not increase as shown by the residuals (actual boners LMY% - %CT Lean) plotted 
against GR tissue depth (Figure 4.8). 
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Figure 4.7. The relationship between lean meat yield (%) determined by commercial boners and %CT lean 
for the Katanning 2007 data set (RMSE = 2.66, and R2 = 0.41, Slope = 0.657, Intercept = 14.52). 
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Figure 4.8. Residuals for the difference between lean meat yield (%) determined by commercial boners and 
%CT lean for the Katanning 2007 data set versus GR tissue depth (mm).  Residual = actual boners LMY% 
–%CT Lean. 
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1.4 Discussion 

1.4.1 Precision and accuracy of the VIAscan LMY% prediction algorithm 

Within its native data set the VIAscan prediction of LMY% demonstrated very good precision. 
This precision was well in excess of that demonstrated by a model containing HSCW and GR 
tissue depth, which is the current industry standard for indicating carcase LMY%, thus supporting 
our initial hypotheses. There was also no apparent bias in the VIAscan prediction of LMY% at the 
extremes of either weight or fatness, thus supporting our second hypothesis. Given the large 
range in carcase weights and fatness, this should provide users of the VIAscan system with 
confidence that its predictions are robust across the commercially relevant range of carcase 
sizes.  
 
1.4.2 Stability of the VIAscan LMY% prediction relative to %CT lean. 

 
The VIAscan prediction of LMY% also compared well with %CT Lean. This relationship was 
linear across the entire range of %CT Lean values, demonstrating no skewing or 
heteroskedasticity at extremes of either LMY%, HSCW, or GR tissue depth, thus supporting our 
third hypothesis. Given the accuracy with which CT determines carcase lean, this result provides 
further confidence in the ability of VIAscan to describe lean tissue proportion within a carcase. 
 
1.4.3 Accuracy of the VIAscan LMY% prediction algorithm across a diverse range of 

sires. 

When the VIAscan prediction of LMY% was analysed using a phenotypic model similar to that 
being utilised by the analysis team within the Sheep CRC, it clearly demonstrated an ability to 
discriminate between the progeny of high yielding Terminal sires (ie Poll Dorset, Suffolk, Texel), 
and lower yielding Maternal sires (ie Border Leicester). To demonstrate confidence that these 
lean differences were actually present within these animals the same phenotypic analysis was 
applied to the corresponding %CT Lean measurements from the same carcases, and in this case 
a very similar result was found. Furthermore, when the sire estimates from the %CT Lean model 
and the VIAscan predicted LMY% model were generated, they demonstrated a very high 
correlation. This provides further confidence that VIAscan will predict robustly within the progeny 
of current industry leading sires. 
 
1.4.4 The potential for using CT as a means of calibrating VIAscan systems. 

There are two approaches that could be employed for on-going calibration of the VIAscan system 
utilising CT data captured on the same carcases. Firstly, the VIAscan prediction of LMY% could 
be regressed against the corresponding %CT Lean, similar to that shown in Figure 4.3 above. 
The new data should follow the same relationship, and fall within the distribution shown in this 
figure. Secondly, the CT data could be transformed into the corresponding boners LMY% 
equivalent using the formula shown in section 4.4 and derived from Figure 4.5 above. This 
transformed data could then be regressed against the corresponding VIAscan prediction of 
LMY% and should follow the same relationship as that shown in Figure 4.2 above. In principle, 
this transformed data could even be incorporated into the prediction database that the VIAscan 
algorithm is derived from. However the flaw in this second approach is associated with an issue 
of compounding errors. The transformation step to convert %CT Lean to the equivalent boners 
LMY% has error associated with it, which would then be compounded within the subsequent 
comparison of boners LMY% and VIAscan LMY% - also with an associated error. As such this 
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second approach is not recommended, and calibration should be limited to comparing %CT Lean 
with VIAscan prediction of LMY%.  
 
1.4.5 Conclusion 

Results of this study have confirmed the robustness of the VIAscan prediction across a wide 
range of carcase weights and fatnesses. This has been demonstrated in comparison to both 
CTscan estimates of %Lean, and also against lean meat yield % derived from a team of trained 
boners. This study has also demonstrated the potential for VIAscan to predict robustly within the 
progeny of current industry leading sires. A method for using CTscans to provide on-going 
calibration of the VIAscan system has also been proposed, relying on the direct regression 
between VIAscan LMY% and %CT lean. 
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2 Part 2-Cedar Creek Report-The development of improved 
lean meat yield (LMY) Algorithms for VIAscan 

 
2.1 Company Overview 

 
Cedar Creek Company (CCC) is a specialist technology company, whose core business is the 
development and implementation of advanced software and hardware systems for the perishable 
and general food & beverage processing industries.  CCC services its customer base from its 
head office in Brisbane, with regional offices in New Zealand and Chile, catering to a global 
customer base.  

CCC provides the food industry with a range of software systems and associated hardware, 
backed by business analysis, integration, implementation and support services, to deliver real, 
on-going value to its clients. 

CCC places strong emphasis on building ongoing business partnerships with its clients, based on 
a thorough understanding of their business needs and priorities that enables it to offer informed 
analysis and advice and to incorporate this into the design of its systems and solutions.  

 
2.2 Project Background 

 
This project is a component of the MLA Project: “WAM4 - Developing CAT-Scan parameters for 
objective carcase measurement program and calibrating VIAscan systems”.   
 
An extract from the application and contract for this over-arching project is outlined in this section 
to provide background to this project. 
 
Project “WAM4 - Developing CAT-Scan parameters for objective carcase measurement program 
and calibrating VIAscan systems” outlines a process for laying the foundation for an unparalleled 
basis for the implementation of advanced Supply Chain Management in Australia’s lamb industry.  

The key to the potential success of this Supply Chain is the ability to accurately measure lamb 
carcase value (predominantly influenced by carcase yield) on-line during processing, linked to the 
genetic background of lambs and delivered to all members of the supply chain via the internet.  

The lamb industry has been promoting efficiencies within the supply chain for some time. In the 
pursuit of greater efficiencies, accurate prediction of carcase composition is vital, particularly for 
the efficient allocation of resources during production and the optimisation of carcase recovery 
during processing. The prediction of carcase composition in relation to market demands is a key 
to underpinning the development of a value based marketing system. Establishing an 
environment of value based marketing is one aspect that will assist producers and processors to 
improve pricing efficiency and information flow within the supply chain.  

Within the Australian lamb industry there has been limited investment from an industry 
perspective in recent years in updating the objective yield algorithms to account for changes in 
the genetics and the heavier carcase weight of lambs processed.  

A number of detailed lamb bone-out trials have been undertaken by the Australian lamb industry 
to calibrate the on-line objective yield measurement technology (VIAscan®) to actual lamb yields. 
However, the Australian lamb industry has progressed in recent years by adopting Lambplan 
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principles to improve the genetic merit of existing breeds and importing some new breeds into the 
country. The broader range of improved genetics and management practices can now meet the 
increasing demands of consumers and markets as well as the pressures of production 
efficiencies. Current methods of on-line objective yield measurement are more than two times as 
accurate as the current carcase weight and fat grid system. However, in order to provide the 
supply chain with the most accurate and robust assessment of lamb carcase value on-line across 
a broad range of known contemporary genetics including extreme ASBV’s, further yield 
calibration trials need to be undertaken on an industry basis.  

VIAscan yield prediction calibrations have not been validated on evolving genetics and as such 
their calibration needs to be updated and validated for the initial investors to have confidence in 
the use of the existing VIAscan systems for carcase payment.  This project will use the 
developing understanding of CAT-Scanning techniques to continue to evolve MLA’s Objective 
Carcase Measurement program whilst at the same time scanning the animals that are CAT-
Scanned with a VIAscan unit and hence recalibrate the existing VIAscan systems. It is anticipated 
that the outcomes from this project will provide owners of VIAscan systems a more cost effective 
way to keep their system calibrated compared with the only other method of extensive and 
expensive bone out trial calibrations. 

 

The objectives of the overarching project are to: 

1. collect carcase yield information from boning a sufficient number and range of lamb 
carcases and compare these with predictions from the same animals CAT-scanned. 

2. enable development of yield prediction equations from measurements made by the 
VIAscan Sheep Carcase System and develop a cheaper alternative to the current 
VIAscan calibration system 

 

The second of these points forms the scope and basis for this report and is described in further 
detail below. 

The VIAscan system has operated at WAMMCO since 2005. The VIAscan regression released at 
the time of commissioning was based on the Castricum 2000 boning trial. This trial consisted of 7 
meat breeds (1st and 2nd cross – 60% and 29% respectively) and merino lambs (10%). This 
dataset has provided an excellent platform to predict lean composition of Australian lambs.  

 

For this project, Rob Davidson (WAMMCO) initiated a collaboration with Graham Gardner 
(Murdoch University/Sheep CRC) to utilise a subset of lambs sourced from the Sheep CRCs 
Information Nucleus Flock (INF). The INF uses semen from a diverse range of industry sires, 
most being industry leaders for a particular genetic trait. A subset of 202 XB lambs were taken 
from the 2007 drop at the Katanning INF site, of which 168 lambs were successfully boned (30 
carcases had poor boning recoveries, 4 carcases did not have VIAscan information available). 
Seven sire types were represented and their contribution to the dataset is shown in 
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Table 1 
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Table 1: The proportion of sire types represented in the 2008 XB Trials (168 head). 

Breed Proportion 
Border Leicester 23.1% 
East Friesian 2.4% 
Poll Dorset 27.2% 
Suffolk 8.3% 
Texel 7.1% 
White Dorper 10.7% 
White Suffolk 20.1% 

 
The 2008 XB trial will supplement the Castricum dataset with additional yield data from lambs 
with the latest genetics currently in the lamb industry. 

 

 

2.3 Objectives 

The objectives of this project are to ascertain the ability of the VIAscan Sheep Carcase System to 
predict the yield of a broad range of Cross-Bred lambs representing the current breeds available 
in the Australian processing industry and implement these equations into the VIAscan System 
operating at WAMMCO’s Katanning Plant. 

 

 

2.4 Methodology, results and discussion 

The 2008 XB trial was divided into two kills – Jan’08 and Mar’08. The second kill were a draft 
from the initial trial population that were feed on a grain based diet to achieve a greater carcase 
weight and fat depth. 

 
The lambs were slaughter at Katanning, WAMMCO and were chilled over night at which time a 
portion were trucked directly to the boning room in Perth and the remainder were delivered to 
Murdoch University for CAT scanning. The carcases were boned over a 3 – 4 day period 
according to the boning procedure describe in the VIAscan Lamb  - Lean Meat  Yield Trial 
Manual (Cedar Creek Company Publication)   
 
2.4.1 Carcase Composition. 

This section details the relative composition of the carcases from the various bone-out trials.  The 
reason for this investigation is to understand the potential impacts of stages of maturity of lambs 
and/or boning procedures on the performance of the VIAscan System to predict carcase yield. 
 
2.4.2 Lean Meat Yield 

Based on the average Lean Meat Yield (LMY), there were significant differences between trials. 
The LMY of Cast 2000 lambs were on average 1.3% – 2.59% greater than the other trials. The 
Cast 2000 lambs and Jan 08 lambs were the most alike as the difference was 1.3%. Even 
between the 2008 XB trials there was a difference in LMY of 1.27%. 
 
Table 2: The averages of carcases composition, HSCW and GR for each trial. The ADJ 
LMY is the LMY corrected for GR.   
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Trials  LMY (%) FAT (%) BONE (%) HSCW (kg) GR (mm) ADJ LMY 
Cast2000 54.96 20.18 24.65 20.74 11.9 54.32 
XB08_Jan 53.64 18.21 27.58 21.44 11.1 52.73 
XB08_Mar 52.37 23.33 23.70 28.25 22.3 55.15 

 
 
When the LMY yield was adjusted for the differences in GR between the trials, the absolute LMY 
yield differences were reduced, as shown in the last column in Table 2. In fact, the Mar 08 XB 
lambs can be seen to have higher yield than Cast 2000 at the same GR. 
 
Relative to GR, the LMY of the Jan’08 lambs was low compared to the Cast 2000 and the Mar’08 
lambs (~1.6 and ~3% respectively). Therefore at the same fat depth these lambs did not have the 
same muscle development, but instead had a large proportion of bone. These Jan’08 lambs were 
at a different stage of development compared to the Cast 2000 and the Mar ’08 lambs. 
 
The other noticeable difference between Jan’08 and Cast 2000 was that the rate of change of 
LMY relative to GR. The LMY decreased at a slower rate for the Jan ’08 lambs. In fact, with a 
13mm increase in GR the LMY dropped only ~2.7% (-0.2114% per 1mm increase in GR), 
whereas for the Cast 2000 trial the yield dropped ~5% (-0.3875% per 1mm increase in GR). Even 
though there appears to be subcutaneous fat deposited, this does not appear to be related to a 
decrease at the same rate as in other trials.  This suggests there is less inter muscular fat in the 
Jan’08 lambs. Once again this may indicate these lambs were at a different point of development 
than the Cast 2000 and March ’08 lambs. 
 
 
2.4.3 VIAscan Predictions 

 
The performance of the VIAscan System has been assessed using the Regression initially 
released to site in 2004 when the VIAscan was commissioned at WAMMCO, Katanning (Regr v 
1).  
 
The Regr v1 was built entirely on the 360 carcases from the Cast 2000 trial. 
 
The performances of the VIAscan regressions are shown in  
Table 3, when predicting the yield of the entire XB ’08 trials. The VIAscan regression 
demonstrated a moderate level of transportability when predicting the LMY of the XB lambs. The 
R-Square (RSQ) was 25% and the Root Means Square Error (RMSE) was 2.54%. The prediction 
accuracy was driven by the prediction of the Shoulder and Leg yield (RSQ 33 – 35%), although 
the over prediction of the Leg yield (+1.02) has meant the RMSE was inflated above the standard 
deviation (Stdev) (Stdev 1.26 vs RMSE 1.63). Fortunately there is very little overall bias 
(+0.14%), as the over prediction of the leg Yield was offset by the under prediction of the Loin 
yield (-0.88%). However, these underlying inaccuracies have caused the LMY RMSE to be 
greater then the Standard deviation (2..33 vs. 2.54).and consequently only a moderate prediction 
performance (see Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4) 
 

Table 3: The prediction accuracy of the VIAscan when using WAMMCO Regr v1 to predict 
the yield % of 2008 XB trials  

  
Actual 

Avg. (%) 
Act 

Stdev 
RMSE 

(%) 
RSQ 
(%) 

BIAS 
(%) 
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Leg Yield 20.82 1.26 1.63 33% +1.02 
Loin Yield 15.46 1.03 1.37 2% -0.88 
Shldr Yield 16.65 1.02 0.93 35% 0.00 
Lean Meat yield 
(LMY) 52.92 2.33 2.54 25% +0.14 

 
The level of VIAscan accuracy is only moderate when cross validated on the XB ’08 lambs, which 
supports the inclusion of additional carcases from the latest trials to assist with reducing the 
prediction bias and improving the overall performance. 
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Figure 1: Actual vs Predicted LMY (Regr 
v1) 
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Figure 2: Actual vs Predicted Leg yield 
(Regr v1) 
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Figure 3: Actual vs Predicted Loin yield 
(Regr v1) 
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Figure 4: Actual vs Predicted Shldr yield 
(Regr v1)
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2.4.4 Derivation of VIAscan Regressions for WAMMCO Cross-Bred Lambs 

A customised regression was developed for WAMMCO specifically for Cross-bred lambs.  The 
Merino portion of the Cast 2000 dataset (37 head) was separated and will be combined with the 
2006 Merino Dataset as part of a separate project. The entire dataset has 517 Cross-Bred 
carcases, and the contribution of each trial is shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 4: The numbers of valid XB carcases from each boning trial. 

Trial No. 
Cast2000 322 
XB_Jan08 73 
XB_Mar08 95 

WAMMFeb07 27 
Total 517 

 
The VIAscan regressions predicted the percentage lean of the entire carcases and within each 
primal region. The Flap was excluded from the Loin which on average reduced the yield by ~4%. 
However the contribution of the Flap to the overall yield does vary between trials. The largest 
contribution was 6.5% for the March ’08 trial, followed by the Jan’08 trial at 5.4%, and for the Cast 
2000 and WAMMCO trials the averages were ~3.5% and ~2.5% respectively. 
 
Table  5:  The prediction accuracy of the VIAscan when predicting the percentage lean of 
XB carcases. 

 LMY – No Flap Leg Loin – No 
Flap 

Shldr 

RSQ (%) 61 56 17 58 
RSD (%) 2.04 1.07 0.78 0.88 
Stdev 3.25 1.60 0.85 1.42 
Mean 49.00 21.86 9.56 17.56 
Actual Range 37.58 – 58.31 17.2 – 26.04 6.89 – 12.19 13.01 – 22.26 
 
VIAscan predicted the LMY of the entire XB dataset with a high level of accuracy as the RSD was 
2.04% and the RSQ was 61%. The RSD was well below the Stdev of the 3.25%, which indicates 
that the accuracy of the regression is very high. This performance surpasses that observed with 
New Zealand and Icelandic trials. Figure 5 shows the performance of the LMY model with respect 
to each trial. In Figure 6, only the WA XB lambs are displayed along with prediction accuracy. 
Without the Cast 2000 dataset, the remaining WA lambs had a smaller LMY distribution, which 
has reduced the RSQ, but the RSD is still very strong at 1.95%. The LMY of the WAMMCO ’07 
dataset is being over predicted, which was mainly caused by the over prediction of the shoulder 
yield (Figure 12). This will be discussed further later in this report. 
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Figure 5: The Predicted vs. Actual LMY 
using a VIAscan equation derived on the 
entire XB dataset. 
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Figure 6: The Predicted vs. Actual LMY of 
the WA lambs, using a VIAscan equation 
derived on the entire XB dataset 

 
The VIAscan predicted the Leg yield with a very high accuracy, as the RSD was 1.07% and 
the RSQ was 56% (Figure 7,Table  5). The regression performed exceptionally well on the 
WA lambs, as the RSD was 0.97% and the RSQ was 48% (Figure 8).  
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Figure 7: The Predicted vs. Actual Leg 
Yield using a VIAscan equation derived 
on the entire XB dataset. 
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Figure 8: The Predicted vs. Actual Leg 
Yield of the WA lambs, using a VIAscan 
equation derived on the entire XB dataset 
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The variability in the Loin yield was very small compared to the other primals (Stdev = 0.85% cf. 
1.42 – 1.6, Table  5), hence it is very difficult to predict these small levels of variation, particularly 
when a high yielding loin muscle does not change the shape of the carcases to the same degree 
as a muscular leg. The predictive ability of the Loin Yield was relatively low, as the RSD was 
similar to the Stdev (0.78%) and the RSQ was only 17% (Table  5). 
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Figure 9: The Predicted vs. Actual Loin Yield (No Flap) using a VIAscan equation derived 
on the entire XB dataset. 
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Figure 10: The Predicted vs. Actual Loin Yield (No Flap) of the WA lambs, using a VIAscan 
equation derived on the entire XB dataset 

 
 
The VIAscan predicted the Shoulder yield with high level of accuracy as the RSD was 0.88% and 
the RSQ was 58% (Figure 11, Table  5). Not only does the regression exhibit a high level of 
accuracy, but the strength of the model further improved as the prediction range is across a large 
distribution of Shoulder yield. The combined XB dataset demonstrates a Shoulder yield that ranges 
~ 9.2%, which provides VIAscan with an excellent prediction range. 
 
The distribution of Shoulder yield for the WA XB lambs, was more condensed compared to the 
combined dataset as the stdev has decreased  from 1.42 to 1.05%, However the VIAscan still 
provided a good prediction of the shoulder yield as the RSQ was at 37% and the RSD was 0.88% 
(Figure 12)  
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Figure 11: The Predicted vs. Actual Shldr Yield using a VIAscan equation derived on the 
entire XB dataset. 
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Figure 12: The Predicted vs. Actual Shldr Yield of the WA lambs, using a VIAscan 
equation derived on the entire XB dataset 
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2.5 Summary 

 
The VIAscan regressions deployed to Katanning in 2004 were based on the Castricum 2000 
dataset. The regression performance had high level of prediction accuracy on the Cast 2000 data 
set and is comparable to models that have been derived on the latest 2008 XB. 
  
The VIAscan regression released at commissioning was derived on Cast 2000 lambs (Regr v1). 
This consisted of 360 lambs majority of which were 1st and 2nd cross prime lambs.  
 
The VIAscan (Regr v1) predicted the lean composition of the 2008 XB lambs with a moderate 
level of accuracy. The leg yield was slightly over predicted and the loin yield could not be 
described by the VIAscan due to its small degree of variation. There appeared to be significant 
compositional differences in the loin between trials. This was attributed to the microwave method 
not accounting for all the fat within the Flap, which artificial increased the loin yield as GR 
increased. Once the Flap was removed, the Loin yield of the 2008 XB lambs decreased as the 
carcases increased in fatness as expected. 
  
The ability of the VIAscan System to predict the yield of XB lambs was greatly enhanced by 
combining the 2008 XB, Cast 2000 and WAMMCO ’07 trials. The prediction of the LMY was 
excellent and surpassed the prediction accuracy observed from other trials conducted in New 
Zealand and Iceland. The LMY prediction accuracy was driven by the prediction of the Leg and 
Shoulder yield whereas the yield of the loin was still very difficult to predict.  The loin yield range 
is only 4% compared to an 8% range in leg yields and it is likely that a large proportion of this 4% 
could be random due to cutting variability. Further investigation is required in developing a 
commercial Loin Yield regression based on rack and shortloin.  
 
The performance of the regressions are summarised below:  
 

Regression RSQ RSD 
Cast 2000 LMY (2004 model) on Cast. lambs 51% 2.2% 

Leg 49 1.09 
Loin 21 0.99 
Shldr 47 0.91 

XB / Cast Regr (on combined XB data set) 46 2.23 
Leg 56 1.07 
Loin 24 1.02 
Shldr 56 0.88 

 
The VIAscan predicted the LMY with an RSD of ~2.2. The RSD was further improved by 
excluding the Flap from the yield definition. 
 

Regression RSQ RSD 
XB / Cast Regr (on combined XB data set) No Flap 61 2.04 

Loin No Flap 17 0.78 
 
Across all trials the VIAscan consistently predicted the Leg and shoulder yield with a high level of 
accuracy as the RSD ranged between 0.90 to 1.09%, and RSQ was between 47 – 58%. 
 
The latest Cross-Bred dataset consisted of lambs from a diverse genetic base. Both trials have 
encapsulated genotypes with differing propensity to muscle and fatten and the cross bred lambs 
have been selected across 9 breeds. Thereby implementing a VIAscan regression based on 
these datasets, ensure they are suitable for industry application. The prediction models are 
capable of describing the variation in carcase composition with a high degree of accuracy. 
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For this reason the prediction models for Cross-bred lambs are suitable to underpin a yield based 
payment system across the range of lambs processed through WAMMCO.  It is recommended 
that in line with other processing sites, that regular updates to the VIAscan predictions be 
conducted to maintain yield predictions relevant to the types of lambs being processed. 
 
 
 


